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ABSTRACT
A well-prepared Radio over Fiber (RoF) is a technology that combines two transmission technologies, radio and optical fiber transmissions. The study focused on the characteristics and problems of the optical fiber medium. One of the problems in the optical fiber is the effect of nonlinear characteristic, which caused by the high light intensity in the optical fiber core with extended interaction area in a single mode fiber (SMF). This characteristic reduces the output width and creates a pulse broadening. The nonlinear characteristics discussed in this study focused on SPM (self-phase modulation) and GVD (Group Velocity Dispersion). To overcome the nonlinear problems, this study presented a method to make the noise-resistant transmitted signal and improve the optical fiber power range. The fundamental of this study was developing similarities of previous studies regarding nonlinearity in the optical fiber. The results show that the use of two modulators combined with the amplification generated the signal with smoother spectrum, which means that the spectrum distribution was more uniform. There was 61.5 % increase of the peak power of the output signal after amplification using an optical amplifier.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear mitigation in RoF schemes can be done using several concepts and methods [1]-[3]. Some of these concepts and methods include the use of frequency and phase dithering and the use of external components and direct modulator [4]-[6]. Several types of nonlinear effects considered in the referred studies are SPM, XPM, FWM, SBS, and SRS [7]. However, some weaknesses can be developed using a new contribution presented in this study.

We proposed new concepts and system schemes, which was the development of a RoF scheme by integrating an existing system based on a method and modification of some components. The contribution of the new concepts and system schemes was the development of dithering technique methods and some components on RTO and receiver detection. The realization of the contribution was intended to generate output signals that are more resistant to nonlinear effects, especially SPM and GVD [8]-[9]. Mostly the problems of nonlinear in previous works focus in characteristic laser. That is interesting problem to research. In [10] the research showed also contellation diagram based on dithering and processing signal. This paper will develop and detail focus in noise characteristic reduce on nonlinear condition. Characteristic will be focus in measurement output of modified modulators and signal processing (dithering). In addition, the method could produce a more efficient system in terms of minimum power transmission usage and the appropriate maximum input power. Lastly, it could increase the range of fiber optic channel span by considering

nonlinear effects. Finally, focus of this research are elaboration the new model of Radio of Fiber using dithering technique and several parallel modulators and Local Oscillator (LO) in receiver to mitigate noise.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The proposed design OFDM-RoF system. In the transmitter, two modulators LiNbO3 MZM have injected signal $S_{RF}(t)$ composed from CW (Continuous-Wave) laser. CW laser used to produce a continuous wave optical signal. Signal from CW laser direct to process by using 16 QAM component modulation and OFDM 12 modulators with a data rate 10 Gbps and frequency of 193.1 THz. Signal optic from modulators will combined to the analog signal of dithering technique. The source of system dithering is sinusoidal wave signal with the high frequency of 200 THz and modulated in the frequency deviation of 100 GHz. It is selected causes high frequency uses to long span transmission. Dither was used to control the signal high amplitude of a frequency modulator. In a receiver, Local Oscillator (LO) power and varying linewidth to mitigate effect of linewidth and power receiver to systems. Output information equation of the system shown by:

$$y = h_1(t) * f_{NL}(x(t)) = h_1(t) f_{NL}(r_g(t)) + d(t)$$

(1)

$h_1(t)$ is the impulse response of the filter $H_1(j\omega)$. In high frequency case, the dither signal, denoted as $d(t)$ is assumed to have a frequency much higher than the maximum frequency component of the input signal $r_g(t)$. The simulation of proposed scheme here used Optisystem version 13.0.

This method proposed modified of block modulators and adding some signal to generate and pump signal. These are for mitigate nonlinear characteristic in optical fiber. The mathematical model of nonlinear will proposed using Schrodinger mathematical model. After analysis of nonlinear, the proposed system will reduce in minimize nonlinear as a noise problem. The proposed research will be description in Figure 1 using block diagram.

![Block Diagram](image)

Figure 1. Scheme modified of RoF-OFDM using dual MZM LiNb03

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The next measurement and observation aimed to compare the output of the single modulator MZM LiNbO3 and the use of two LiNbO3 MZM modulator. The next measured variable was the output of the gain after the two modulators.

Figure 2(a) shows the output spectrum of one modulator with the power of -26 dBm and the dynamic range of 70 dB. Meanwhile, Figure 2(b) illustrates the output spectrum of the combined two modulators. The generated power was slightly increased to reach -20 dBm, with the narrower dynamic range of 64 dB. The output signal of the combined two modulators then amplified using an optical amplifier.

The amplification output is displayed in Figure 3 with the increasing power that reached -10 dBm and the dynamic range of 40 dB. The obtained FWHM value also increased with the maximum value reached -38 dBm. Figures 2(a) and (b) show that the spectrum distribution became more uniform, which means it can contain more information. In terms of power increase, there was 23% peak power increase of the output signals of two modulators compared to one modulator. However, there was 61.5 % increase of the peak power of the output signal after amplification using an optical amplifier. The dynamic range is a calculation...
of the maximum range of a measurement range, or the power level that limits the maximum width of spectrum that can be calculated.

![Figure 2. (a) Output spectrum of one modulator, (b) Output spectrum of the combined two modulators](image)

The narrower dynamic range gives the better spectrum resolution. In terms of the dynamic range, the results show that the use of two modulators combined with the amplification generated the signal with smoother spectrum, which means that the spectrum distribution was more uniform. The measurements of the received power used with and without the proposed scheme (component mitigation) are summarized in Table 1.

![Figure 3. Spectrum after amplification using two modulators.](image)

| Table 1. Comparison of the Received Power with and Without the Component Mitigation Scheme |
|---------------------------------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| (dBm) | Before Mitigation | After Mitigation |
|       | 10 km | 50 km | 100 km | 10 km | 50 km | 100 km |
| -8    | 104.22 | 88.23 | 68.23 | 127.41 | 119.41 | 109.41 |
| -6    | 108.45 | 92.45 | 72.44 | 129.4 | 121.4 | 111.4 |
| -4    | 112.78 | 96.78 | 76.77 | 131.39 | 123.39 | 113.4 |
| -2    | 117.24 | 101.25 | 81.24 | 133.37 | 125.37 | 115.37 |
| 0     | 121.84 | 105.84 | 85.83 | 135.33 | 127.33 | 117.33 |
| 2     | 126.54 | 110.54 | 90.53 | 133.37 | 125.37 | 115.37 |
| 4     | 131.26 | 115.26 | 95.25 | 139.2 | 131.18 | 121.18 |
| 6     | 135.91 | 119.91 | 99.91 | 141.07 | 133.04 | 123.03 |

Signals from the ideal transmitter were represented as constellation points assuming the ideal condition in the receiver. However, some imperfection (distortion, noise, loss, and others) caused the real constellation points to deviate from the ideal location. One step in the demodulation process is the phase shift, which creates an I-Q (In-phase–Quadrature) flow that can be used as the reliable estimated parameters for the ideal transmitted signal.

Figure 4 illustrates that the constellations had canonic properties, which means that the separation between constellations was maximum. The generated constellation was the representation of the impulse output of a system. Figure 5 has a signal representation and energy that were denser than the optimal...
information and structure set, which shown by the higher energy and amplitude than the constellation in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The constellation of one modulator with dithering-pumping and LO in the optical fiber with the length of a) 10 km, b) 50 km, and c) 100 km
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Figure 5. The constellation using the proposed scheme in the optical fiber with the length of a) 10 km, b) 50 km, and c) 100 km

The generated constellation had a canonical form, which is a condition that represents the resulting coordinate transformation is in the optimum separation (maximum separation). The resulting error is small and the correct signal position correctly is easily detectable. In canonical conditions, the received signal is more associated with the working efficiency of the system.

In a mathematical sense, the canonical form of the standard way of repressing the object as an experiment of a mathematical function. In some general fields, the canonical form determines the unique representation of each object. Meanwhile, the normal form determines its shape without any unique requirement. The canonical form of positive integers in the decimal representation is a finite sequence of numbers that do not originate from zero.

The canonical differential form can be attributed to Hamilton's mechanical theory. The theory was developed as a reformulation of classical mechanics (classical mechanics is part of the physics of the forces acting on an object). The objects in classical mechanics can be statistical, kinematics, and dynamics (objects that move by force influences). The formulation of classical mechanics is essentially contributed to the formulation of statistical and quantum mechanics. One particle with mass m represents the Hamilton function in a one-dimensional system, with the Hamiltonian representing the total energy of the system which is the sum of the kinetic energy and the potential energy.

4. CONCLUSION

The small linewidth correlates with the coherent value and produces a large optical spectrum. Optical power spectral densities can be attributed to fixed optical frequency intervals (measured in Terahertz), or at wavelength intervals (in nanometer units). This suggests that the shorter wavelengths in nanometers have the value in the scale of Terahertz. The consequence is that the peak position of the
spectrum with large bandwidth can be significantly dependent on the power density. The dependence refers to the frequency or wavelength interval. Linewidth lasers greatly affect the coherent temporal, the coherent time, and the coherence length. Time coherence is a common form to determine the length of coherence.

The coherence length is a function of coherence time multiplied by the vacuum velocity. Time coherence can be used to measure the degree of temporal coherence in the light. In other coherence types, the coherent length can be used to measure the coordinate level of temporal coherence as the length of propagation (propagation time). This is necessary because in this process, coherence decreases significantly.

It is defined as the time coherence multiplied by the constant speed of light. A narrow or limited linewidth emulates from phase noise if the phase drift (an unlimited constant or ever-changing process) is infinite (phase fluctuations bounded at intervals with small phase values causing the linewidth value to be zero and causing noise on some sidebands). The drift of the resonator length can then contribute to the linewidth quantity and can make its nature depends on the measurement of time. This shows that linewidth equipped with spectral form can provide comprehensive information. The information contains the purity of a laser light spectral (this happens usually in lasers that dominate frequencies with low-frequency phases).
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